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Abstract' .

1
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2 This article eipacres the 'characteristics ot cplleges ,
%,

universiti aes that re mott closely ''related to
-

diFferences in student achievement ra tes as measured by ;
6

ndatdized tests. The research combines quantitatilm
-,..

a alysis with qualitative assessments deriOed froi campus

.
,,.

erviews with students, "faculty. . members, and
..,

adiministrators.
f
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University Characteristics and Student Achievement *

Assess.i. g the , relative of e various

uniJersity characteristics for studeni achievemen't is a
4

complex undertakihg. A multitude of factorsincluding

library.facilities, financial Aesources, curriculum design,

studenti. body- attributes, . and, faculty Aualitycould

conceivably .have tsome effect on student learning. Yet,

despite its complexity, such anAassessment is crucial for
e:

,t, s
those who Antertain hopes I improving scudent achievement,
/

. .

rates-in higher education.
,

: _
.

study. 'that compared actieveMent rateg at ten predominantly
, 1

.

, %..

white and fiveiredominintly black publfc. universities "in

1

This article builds on the findings' of an earlier fr

North Caroli4 12). The research compared the National
, NJ

Teacher Examinations (NTE)1 performance of students with
,

similar ScholaStic Aptitude Tegt (SAT) scores who graduated

from the fiteeen institut.ions between 1973, ana 1977. The' ,

, earlier study found that:

4
.1') Despite a high coirelation between,combined verbal a.nd

,

lathematics SJIT scores and MTE weighted cOmmon examination

scores pearson r=.88 for indi'vidu'alscoresOstudents witk

the same SATs who graauated from dif4erent higher education

institutions did not:necessarily perform,similarlye on .thd

TE. Variation in NTE, performance tontrolling fqr SAT

scores-was .evident among traditiondlly white institutions



and among traditionally black institutions, as well-as

.betweenraditionalll white and traditionally black

campuses.

2) In general, graduates of traditionally white campuses

Nscoied higher ,on the NTE than graduates mith the same,SAT

/1---Iscores from traditionaqly. black campuses. This finding j

held for .each race, with black.graduates of traditivonally

whiee institutions generally receiving, higher NTE scores.

than blacks 'with similar SATs froms"most traditionally black

institutions, and white graduate6 of -traditionally white
I.

campnses scoring higher oh the NTE'than whites with similar

SAls from traditionally klack,campises.
N

3) While,causality can never be established indisNputably,,

it is unlikely that Most of these achiev meat differences

, ,

were.caused by differences among students nt. reflcted in
2

SAT scores ench- 4s motivation, socioeconomic status, pr

attrition. A more plautible exp/anation for -moii of the .

differences ,in a chievement ratesis that institutions had-

some effect on their students. to ,cause theSe differing

. ) ..
rates of achievement. That effect is apparently mot

dependent on the,predominant race of the student body,%
since black, graduates .of one traditionally black .

institution receive& similar or higher NTE scores than
A

blacks with the same SAT scores from some traditionally

white campyses. ,The crugial distinctio'n h ap.pearth to be
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between "more effectiven and "less ef fective" ihstitutions,

with predominantly white' and predominantly black campuses

*V
,

represtnted in both categbties, butt with predominantly

black campuses disprop4rtiopately represented in th.e "less

eIfective" grCuping. Identifying the institutional,/

.characteristics that help an institlitioa become "more

effe6Tve" at promoting student learning measured by

standardiz ed tests is the purpose of this article. '

ft Past Researqh

Past-efforts to specify uniyersity..characteristics
,

that are, most impt foc student achievemdnt have

produced inconclvsive results. Nichols (9) 'studied pre-
, -

and post-college 'Aandl.rdi d test scores of 381*Nationa1

Me rit Scholarship fAalistS ho graduated from 9 1 diffeient

colleges in 1962., The aAthor" used .GRE-Sherbal aitiqpRE-
,

,-
.Quantitative scores aS the depehdent variables, an 'he had

4

access to SAT and National Merit Scholarship Qu

Test (NMSQT) Scores, high school rank, and mother's end
.

father's edu,cation* tc use as'contro.V. He discovered a

strong correlatioy between pre- and post-:college test

scores {correlation between SAT-Verb&J. + Math and GBE-,
,

Verbal +\ Quantitative .74).,. and he found thai' the

student/faculty ratio, libraty books.per student, avebage,
1

ability, level of'the studen;body,. and affltience of the,

College . were all unrerlIted to resiaual GRE. scores.
%

7



Neverthelest the eutkor ccincluded', apparently because ;the
0 ,

4
cotrelations between pre-,and post-bollege scores were not

,ir ,
1

,

. ,

perfect, thp.t "...the college a studedt attends does;
,,,,' i , ,. i. .

,

indeed, have-an 'effect on'his performance 9n an examination

. .

including hign school gra.51e, father's educational level
F

and .occupation, and the educational and career aspirations

.ofthe students., The post-colle"§e achievemgnt measures

suckas the GRE" (9, p: 52). Bilt ihe author.was unable to
. .

specify, any college characteristic that was important for

stndent learning.

Astin (1).examined data for 663 studehts wfio 'entered

38' fouryear: colleges 41 19611,.., The author used the NeiSciT

as 'the major pre-College measure of 'achievement, but he
. )

alsO used a number of addAional control, variables

Were , the social, science, humanities, ana natural science

area tests of the GRE. In addition, lstin used nu.merous
-

measures of college characteristics including-

. "predominantly Negro," but he discomered, that controlling
-

for student input measures washed out the partial

correlation df college characteristics with post-college

achievement: ".,:.(N)c single mea,sure of institutional

1 quality seemed to have a consisteht effectpositive or

negativeon achievement in even two of the three areas"

(1, p. 665).

Finally, a studY car.cied out by researchers, at the

Educatiohal Testing Service and reported in two articles,

,(11,1,2). examined SAT and GRE area test scores of 6855

C.
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students -who graduated from 95 colleges, mostly small,

private, liberal artS institutions: As with the previous

two studies, before and after meagures of achievement were.

,-haghly, correlated; the correlation between college means on

SAT-Verbal ancl GRE,-Total was .91" Nevertheless the authors

found that the colleges whose studentg had 'the same SAT.

means did not necessakily have iimilar.G.HE means. .The

authors 'cOncluded, at least for results on the GRE'-

Humanities area test, that ."For colleges, characterized by

simi r and relatively ligher verbal input, the humanities

data do suggest that proportion of'faculty with doctorate,
4

size of.budget,,hnd selectiVity are related to achievement"

(12, 1972., p. 158).' /
//

The data set useci here has' several advantages over

these previous etforts.2 Firsti, the number of studehts per

institution'is subsiantially larger, with' an g'ver'age

222.9 graduates per capus. The Nichols data averaged 4

students per campus? Asgn's research relidd oh an average,
N .

of. 17.6 graduates per c011ege, and the E'ducational,Tdsting \
,

%
,'Service sttidy used a data set with an ,average of 72.2 \ ,

. , ..
graduates per institution. If college or. university \

characte'ristics affect student achievement, them the effect'
A

will be more evident with a larger sample of students from

each institution.
6

Second, students who transferred more than one.

semesters credit from another.school to their. graduating.

institution were excluded from the data set for this study.
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the previous studi!es made an/ apparent at.teept to

°exclude transfersansfer students can account for a

substantial proportion of a collegefS -graduatei. The
,

stren th ot d particular college reflected ih an aggregate

thstitutional measure is less likely.to be apparent for

trans4ert than forstudents who have beIn on campus for
,

four years.
. S

S.

Third,,previous stud,ies'that address the importance'of

university characteristic's id. not differentiate Students

bY racd, nor did 'predominantly. bladi.colle.jesconstitute a

substantial proportion ,of 'the institutionS studied.

A

Consequently the researchers c.ourd. not analyze the

AFhievement of blacks and.whites separately, nor could they

ascertain if.inttitutional characteristics and 5e2...tures had

varyi.fig effects An students.,df diffgrent race.

.

Research Proceddres.

I

.

The study on which his article :is based produced

estipates of the NTE peridrmance of students witirtIte same
)

SAT scOres whO gFaduated frOm each of the. 15.,North Carolina

4

pablic universities with' teacher education programs (an

arts acedemy was excluded). Far example, based' on the

performance of students in the Aid-1970s, graduates of the
4

highesiranking campus wbuld be predicted to scofe 73

points higher on the NTE weighted common exam&i.aorron
r

(scores maY renge.from 300 to,900 points with a standard
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'deviation of 100) _than students with the,sane.SAT score who

graduated' fram the lowest-ranking camus:
0

p .Those

institutional .differences in NTE-..periotrmanCe (the NTE

residuals) ..becorie the depemdent variable i the present

study. What university characteristics-ar* mlibt' important'

for explainiaq teese differing:.rateS of :achievement for

students Of comparable pre-college learning?

To explore that question this article relies on ,both

quantitative and qualit'ative data. (For the adiantages of

intevating multiple data souZtes, see reference 8). For

.each of the'15 campuses, aggregate quantitative data were

collected'on university characteristics td see .which were

maS1 closely related to differences it achievement rates.

.For library facilities the study used the number.of books,

number of periodicals, and annual book acquisition budget.
4

As a prou for breadth of curriculum requirements the

research used the number of semester hours required for

each student in general education courses% Student body

attributes were represented by the 'average-SAT score of all

undergraduate students on campus, °the proportion of

students enrolled who graduated in the Upper 40 percent of

theii high sc6Ol class, and the percentage of an ,

institution,s applicants vivo were accepted for.admission.

Ta assess faculty dhaxacteristics, two measures, were .

constructed, one 14sed,on theeducational attainment of the

faculty members on a campis,' and. the other based on the

reputation of the departments from whibh the faculty
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members earned their final degrees, (See the appendix for
,

,

the computatiOn o1 'tfiese For financial

resources, the studY relied.on annual appropriatione per

student and the meAn faculty salary by rank; Other

quantitative variables exe/mined *include the a'ge of the

institution, the size cf the student body, and the student

faculty ratio.
1

For all but the faculty and appropriations measures,

the value was compute& from University of North Carolina

statistical abstracts (14) by taking the mean value on 'each

. measure for the five .acaaemic-years in which the students

graduated (t972-73 td 1976-t7). The two faCulty indices
f

were' computed eiom the fagulty medbers listed in college

catalogues for the 1974-15Academit year__ or the nearest

availablt year. Per student apprepriations were 'gathered

. from Noith Carolina.budget documentS back to the 1940.50

academic year, based on the argument that the effect of
A

appropriations might not be evident in student performance

until several years after the expenditure.

Reccgnizing, that quantitatfie measures might not

capture all important aspects of a coilege environment :that,.

influence sttident learning, interviews, were conducted
A

?

during the fall ,of 1981 on foUr campuses to gain further

insight 'into the importande of non-quantitative
.

characteristics. Interviews were condudtea with the'chief

academic officer, four to eight faculty Members closely

involved with the teacher educatiop program; and live tO

4
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eight of the best students enrolled in the teacner

education prograa as determined \by their overall grade
t.

point averages. Since interviewing enough faculty members
/-

or students to create sa -reuesentative, Sampld)was,not

possible, these ieterviews should.be viewed as an attempt .

to generate insights rather than as a,survey of ali taculty

or student opinion cn a campus.'

The four caapuses, were selected because of their

racial composition and their placd on the institutional

ranking:of achievement rates. Two predominantly twhite

idstitutions that Tanked in the upper third of the

achievement ranking, "coolidge" and "Kennedy," (all

insiitutional names are psOdonyis) were selected because

of the strong performance of thei.r graduates And because

they are different types of instit,utions--Coolidse is a
-

small liberal attS universl:ty of only 1600 students,

'Kennedy is a mid-siged regional university of about 6000

students.. The other predominantly white institution

selected for interviewing, "Johnson," is a small campus of,

2300 stddents that ranked in the >middle third of the

achievament &liking, and the lowest of the predominantly

white camposes. Interviews were also conducted at. "King," ...0

the highest ranking predominantly black: campus 0f4 4800

students that placed in the middle third of the overall
Izt

achievement ranxing.
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Findings

7

Quantitative findings and qualitative insi'ghts will be

combined in the discussion of pniversity_characteristics

and their relationship to ,achievement differences of

students 'with comparable 'pre7college learning. Afier

examining the bivariate.relationship between each measure

and.Aifferences in achievement; the measures will be

combined in a multiple regiession to obtain an.estimate of

their relative importance.

Library Facilities

As Table 1 indicates, no measure ,of litrary facilities

is strongly related to hievement differences. Absence of

a strong relationship is, however,--more an indictment of

the aggregate measure' th, an indi on of the

unimportance of books. We really need to know what -kinds

of books are available, and how often they were used by

individual students, rather than the total ndmter of books

sitting on 'library shelvea. Unfortunately, that

information is not available.

(Table 1 about here)

Ingtitutional_Age and Sile

Neither 'institutional age nor size is'strong4 related

to achievement differ nces, with Pearson correlations of
N't

.07 and .41 respect.' y . and no compelling theoretical

that they should be related. *Somereason suggest'S



Table 1

Peafspn Correlations Between University Characteristics and

Differences in National Teacher Examinations Performance'for

Students pf Comparable Scholaatic Aptitude.Test Scdres

N In 15 Institutions

University Characteristic

Correlation With
Achievement Differences

. i
../ \

Library Fac es g,

_Number of B 4 s .32

Number of Periodicals' .38

,Annual Book Acquisition Budget .40

Age of In4d.tution .07

Size of Institution
Headcount Enrollment .41

Curriculum
Number of semester hours required in general

education courses

Student.Body Attributes
Average SAT scorof student body .83*

,Proportion)of student body drawn from top 40%
of high school class .70*

Percentage of applicants accepted for admission

Faculty Characteristics
f

Index of degrees obtAihed by faculty .88*

Index of departmental reputation from which
faculty members obtained degrees .57**

'Student/Faculty Ratio -.33

Financial Resources
Per Capiea Appropriations,-1969-70 through

1976-77\ .14

Per CapitA Appropriations, 1959-60 through
1968-69' .33

Per CapitCAppropriations, 1949-50 through
1958-59 .44

Faculty Salaries .52
**

p < .01

**
p < .05

-3
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educators arsue that students are forced to dke a broader

range of courses at smaller institutions because:of

restpicted course offerings, and th fore are likely. to
./

perform better on wideranging teits such aS the NTE common

examination. But currioplaR requirements and student .

advising are probably more important and 'more direct

relections of breadth than institutional size.

,CurriCulum

Since:the NTE common examination measures achievement

in the basic liberal arts areas of humanities, mathematics,
,

and natural arid .social science (10) , perhaps the number of

courses taken in these -areas, or the utime on task,".is

related to differences in achievement rates. Quantitative

findings . in Table 1 offer little support for this

proposition.

Nevertheless, tpe interviews suggest that this factor
,

is of at least secon'dary importance. Coolidge, the highest
. .

raUking campus in this stu1dy, has a strong eiphasis on a

broad liberal arts backgrolind which leads to two

distinctive requirements that could affect NTE performance.

First, all students, regardless of major, are required to

enroll in a two-year humanities,course, a multidisciplinary

history of western civilization. Second, n prosp*tive d/

teacher may major in education. Each .student in teacher

education must complete the requirements for a regular'

major as Well as the courses .required %for' .teache

certification; consequently most of these'student's stay one

4
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and usually two semesters beyond the 'normal four years to._

colltplete their bachelors degree.' On none of the other

fourteen campuees`.is a prospiective teacher required to.

_complete what is in'effect a double major_in education and

a regular academfiC

Some campuses encourage cur iculum breadth by advising

students into particular courses. The director of the .

,teacher education- program. at King, the highest-ratking

black campus in this study, pointed out aat students were

advised to enroll in courses covering material tested by

'the NTE; students would be encouraged, for example, to take

art history rather..than studio art. Another potentially

helpful device used at King is a ncn-credit NTE review

course covering both substantive knowledge and test-taking

skills.

Student Bogy_Ittributes
1

Quantitative data support the importance of particular

student body attribu for explaining differing rates of

achievement. Prior educational background of all stUdents

on a campus appears to be the most important Student body

Atribute for influencing college achievement rates of

.studenis with ccmparable pre-college learning. While"the

percentage of applicants accepted for admission is weakly

related to achievement differences, thC-a4erage SAT score

of the entire student body on a campus and the propdrtion

of a campus's student body drawn from the top 40 percent of
#

a high school class are both highly correlated with
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differences in achievement. We could reaso4ahly conclude
I

that the educational background of,studellts contributes to

an atmosphere that is 'more or less conducive to.cpllege

learning.

Campus intetvieWs support this interpretation..

Comments from predominantly white Johnson and predominantly

black' King (both placec% in- the middle third. of. the

institutional achievement ranking) indicat'e a lack of peet
OP.

Tressure for high achievethent. "There's not the

co p titive edge, not the motivation; not the pressure here

that there is at (a major research institution).," said one

administrator ai the.predominantly white school. Students

at Viet instithtiOn described aD atmospherl where, despite

exceptions in speciifc majors such as spacial education and

mathematics, the general peer approach to academics was

apathetic rather than cdmpetitive or supportive. Students

and professors at the predominantly hlack university echoed

those sentiments. "To 'excell you hive to develop a thick

skin," one student complained. I:You're put down (by peers)

for doing well." Another student claimed that she "would

work extra, extsa hard if I were at (a major research

institution) ," leaving the clear implication that such an

effort was not i4quired on her campds.

On the other hand, students at the two high-..ranking

predominantly white institutions described an atmosphere

that was neither apathetic nor extremely competitive, but

more supportive of, academic *achievement, like "a ,big



. A

-family." A .tudent at Coolidge described her .peers as

"very motivated and serious;" a faculty memter.comdented

A '

that she "never has problems with students 'not doing their

work."

The student bodies on these tmo campuses are not drawn

from a privileged..elite--the .airerage combined verbal and

mathematics SAT seore of the 'student, body for the

4 graduating classes of 1973 through 1977 Was..971- at Coolidge

and 896 at.Kennedy. Apparently the educational background

of these students, while not extremely strong, was
1

sufficient to foster an* atmosphere conducive to high'

achievement. , Perhaps that background help to create

friendly if not extreme competition - that motivates

k

students. A 'strong educational background 'may also j

reinforce high expectations of faculty members; students

unable or unwilling.to meet a faculty's expectations will

cause those eApectations to fall.

Facult Characteristics

Quantitative measures of faculty characteristics are

strongly related to differences in achievement rates. pf

all the gOntitative measures examined VI this study/ the

index summarizing degrees obtained by an institution's

. liberal arts faculty is ,the most strongly related to

differing achievement rates, with a correlation of .88.

The-sit campuses with lowest rates .of achievement had,

4

during the mid-1970s, liberal arts facilites where less

than half of the members had earned a Ph.D. The highest
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ranking campuses offered teacher education candidates a

liberal arts faculty where only isolated members lac'ai 'the'

appropriate terminal degree.4 1

The doctorate or other _terminal degree is probably not'

so , important itself, bat rather stands as a surrogate for

some other aspect of facdlty or institutional 'quality. To

explore that aspect further this l'study 'examined the

reputations f the institutions from which faculty members
1

earned thqir degrees, based on the 1970.Roose-Anderson

ranking of graduate departments. That, index of degree

quality, computdd by plaCing each graduating institution

into one of four categories.(see the appendix); correlated

with achievement differences at .57. We might.expect that
, .

correlation to be higher if a ranking provided -greater

discrimination. among, the numerbus departments 3111 any one

discipline.
1

The student/laculty ratio isi weakly correlated with

differences in student achiervement, probably because of
%

lack of variation among the 15 campuses--the lowest ratio

is 14.5 and the highest is.A.1.

Interviews supported the quantitatiie indication thit

facdlty quality-is itportant for achievement, although the
4

pr-Lise link between faculty quality and student
Igo

achievement is nct clear. Presumably a facultylssemphasis

on teaching.would be important, bat little' differentiation

appeared between higher and lower ranking institutions on

teaching emphasis. ,Paculty members at each the fgur



institutions ,where

17

interviews Were conducted viewed'their

roles mdre as lieaCiiers" *than as "researchers" or
. . .

.,.
,

, .

"scholars," and students a't each of those institutions

viewed their professors, .with t,he few inevitable

, ..-----
eiceptions, ap dedicated and concerned, indiviltuals who took

P ..
0

I
---

.
, their teaching respohsibilities-seriously.

. f
Differentiation was evident, however, between 'higher

and lower ranking dnstitution$ on the expectations fa"culty

memberslaced on students.. The students at' the higher

ranki1g Campuses more often comminted about faculty members

"pushing4 them to the limits, of their ability. On the
151

other hand, a student at one,of the lower4ranking campuses

described',an ,atmcsphere where professors established A
<

minimum level of codpetence expected *from every student in,

a class, but offered few in9entives to exceed tht ,minimum

level to,truly test the limits of the students' abilities.

Externally-idposed standards' can apparently increase

faculty expecqations oi.spudent perfdrmance. For example,

\ ,

North Carolina is in the.process of raising the minimum NTE

seore required for'teacher certificatibn. Faculty.membr

at two campuses in the middle third' a the .achievement

ranking mentioned that increasing requirement as an

important factor 'in improving, fac,ulty expectations.' A

predominantly white campus facultY member observed,about

the increasing NTE requirement, "Taculty expectations are

higher...We feel pressure for students to perform." A

predominantly black campus faculty meMber commented, "We
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realized that being !nice'.waset really nice any more.

onder where we'd be it 4e'didn't have the NTE.
\,\

\ .

Financial Resource

Per student aypropriations during the 1970s are weakly

,related to achieVement differences *Of studdnts who
,

ograduated.between 1973 and 1977, with a correlation of .14.

But the Correlation' increases to .33 betwe4n achievement

differences during the mid-197Us and appropriations during

the 1960s;.and to 44 fOr awropriations dnring the 1956s.

Examination of the data for.specific Campuses reveals

an andmaly Consistent with this,pattern. FroM' 1963, when
t ,p

41

Coolidge joined,the public state4 institutions, throl?ghout

the remainder of the decade, the per student appropriations

for that campus 'Were substantially higher than-*herjubliC
:

campuses of similar scope. From 1964 through 1969,the

campus ranked no lower than fourth among the fifteen

institutions in per student ppropriationS, usuallY

surpassed. only by doctoral-granting institutions with

expensive graduate and professional programs. According to

administrators interAriewed at Coolidge, North Carolina's

political leaders made a conscious attempt during the 1950s

" to create an academically-strong public liberal arts

institution, and appropriated funds accordingly. The

campus instituted a ten rather than nine moith contract for

faculty members, and used its additional funds to increase

faculty salaries proportionately. ',The state gave us the
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Roney to be more competitive in the employment of faculty,w

on/e adinitrator said. "We would not have. had :the same

quality of faculty without the extra money to spend."

These reults indicatesthat. aggregate appropriAtions

have little direct effect -on student achievement. The

experience of Coolidge and the findings fpr faculty'

characteristics, however, suggest that appropriations can

indirectli affect achievement over the long run if money is

.channeled into recruiting And maintaining a strong faculty,

Variation by Race

One of the purposes df this study was discovering

university characteristics that might be different for the

achievement o'f'disadvantaged bladk students. For example,

some ed4cators argue that the'culturally homogeneous and

...supportive atmoschere provided on predominantly' black

campuses is more conducive to learning for some black .

students than is the more competitive atmosphere cn

predominantly white Gampus. But this study was unable to

uncover any university characteristic. that .was more

important tor st4dents of one race than another.

Quantitative paracteristits that are highly correlated

wiih the achievement differences among whites are 'highly

correlated With achievement differences among blacks as =').

well. IntervieV responses aboit the.relative importance of

various university characteristics for student achievement

)'

varied little from predominantly .white to predominantly

black tampuses.
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Inierviews on the predominantly black ca'Mpus produced

suggestlons tlat black students might feel more comfortable

,in a predominantly black ehvironment, but the feeling of

gomfort might be translated into lower rather than higher

studertt achievement. That May not be the dominant view on

most black campuses, but a clear consensus was evident

.among those interviewed at this one institution. One'white

faculty ,member said, "I don't think the'black culture is

helprul.for achievement. It may be helpful for social

support, but it's a detrimnt for achievement in many*

cases." A black administrator on that campus. agreed. "A

culturally homogeneous environment can hurt.as much as it

can help. If students are in a milieu where they aren't

challenged, then poorperformance is the result."

The second portion of that 'administrator's comment is

crucial. Cultuz-1 homogeneity, in and of itself, it

probablvirrelevant for student, achievement. The key is

)c,

the other aspects of a college environment that challenge

or fail to challenge students. That environment could

conceivably be created on a hoMogeneous or heterogeneous

campus.

Relatiu_ImEortance of Various .Universitv Characteristics

fox_aludent Achievement

'The foregoing discussion suggests that curriculum

design, student body attributes, faculty characteristics,

1. and aptiropriationS directed toward faculty improvement are

all important to some degree for explaining differences in
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achievement rates. Disentanglingothe independent inflUenCe

of each factor is as Complex as determining what t)roportion.

of a student's learning n a particular classroom is due to

the professor's l es and what proportion is derived

from students' comments. In the guantitative analysis,

,

mu/ticollinearity along the 'independent variable's

complicates the idterpretation and obscures the influence

of certain factors in a multiple regression.

To reduce multicellinearity,lithe. strongest predictive

variable was selected from each set of univeisity 1

characteristics, .dete-rmined by regressing .insiitutional

achievement differanCes separately en each set. As a

result of this procedure, the number of books was zelected

from the three measures' of library facilities, the average

SAT score of the student body was picked from the three

student body attributes, the index of degrees obtained by

an institution's faculty members was chosen from the three

faculty characteristics, 'and the average faculty salary was

selected from the four meaSures of financial resources.

Selecting the strongest variable from each set' of

university characteristics ,reduces but does not eliminate'
%.*

the multieollinearity; the Pearson correlation between the

index of faculty degrees and the average SAT score of the '

student body, ior example, is .94. Table 2 presents the

results of three regressions with institutional differences

ii NT,E achievement rates as the dependent variable and

different coibinations of institut.ional characteristics,as

2,1



Table 2

My.tiple Regression Results for %.

University Charactbristics and Institutional NTE,Achievement
Differences for Students of ComParable SAT cores

N x 15 institutions

#I. NTE Ach. Diff.

a

X
1
Fac. Degree Index

X
2
Genl. Ed. Hours

X
3
Ave. Fac. Salary

X
4
Log Age

**

X
s
Log Lib. Books

**
X
6
Log Size

N x 15
R2 x .88

a + b1X1 + b6X6

Std. Signif.
Error'Level*

-139.73.39.70
73.66 20.94

.15, .30

. -5.27 4.56

-4.72 7.90

.28 .3.54

.37 6.18

.007

.008

.273

.281

.566

.q39

.953

12 NTE Ach. Diff. x a + b;Xl + b6X6

Std. Signif.
b Error Level

a - -94.86 43.31 .060

X
1
SAT Average ' . .13 .05. .030

.

X
2
Genl. Ed. Hours' .22 .34 .540

X,
e

Ave. Fac. Salary .55 4.14 .898

X
4
Log Age

,

-14.1Q 7.54 .099

'2i5 Log Lib. Books 1.53 4.04 ..715

X'6 Log Size -.55 7.45 .943

N. x 15/ \.

R2 x

13 NTE Ach. Diff, x ar+

Std. aignif:
'h Error Level

a -131.23 44.76 .022

X Fac. Degree Index 60451 36..1§ ..1138
1

X
2.

SAT Average ..03 . .67 :660

X Gera. Ed. Hours
3 .

X
4

Ave. Fac. Sarary.

X
5
Log Age

X6 Log Lib. Books

X
7
Log Size

N = 15-
R2 x .88

.35 .32 N304

.-4.79' 4.91, '.362
. .

8.51 .535

. .23. 3.74

-.41 6:73 .954'

*Using t-valuei derived from the estimate and standard error.
*

Natural logarithm taken to modify the distOiting influence of large size, old age,

.and large library of a major research institution.

NOTE: Data were missing for the number of general education hours at one predominantly

white university. Rather than throwing out the entire case, the-.meaiy number of

general education hours for the other fourteen institutibhs was used for that

campus. The sane procedure was tollowed for one predominantly black campus

where salary data were unavailable:

* *

4
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independent variables. The first equation, including, the -

strongest variables from each Set except lor SAT scores,

demonstrates the exp14natory Eiower of the faculty degree

- index; the second equation eliminates only the degree index

and-shows the.powtr of the average SAT score. The third

equation', with all'aeven variables included, indicates that,

the coefficient,for the faculty quality index hol,ds at

roughly the 'same level as in the first equation (although

with a higher standard error beCause 'ot the

multicollinearity), while the influence of SAT average is'

greatly reduced. The influence of'SAT average is obscured .

by the multicollinearity with the facultx quality index,

which is apparedtly, the more influential of the two

vatiables.

Ldministrators, faculty members, and students

,interviemed on the four campuses support the findings of

the quantitative analysis indicating that faculty quality
1

is the single most important university characteristic

affecting student achievement. This belief, is. consistent

with the perceptions cf students reported in other studies

(7, 43. '25A) who believed that (the faculty was more

imiortant ,than peer influences for student learning in

-college ..,

The finding is also consistent with a pattern first

identified in the Coleman Repor . That study indicated
t

that 'Studen bogy attributes were more importeat.than

teacher ,chasacteristics for explaining differences in
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elementary and secondary school achievement. But. the

Report also noted that
4
"thee effect of teachers'

characteristici shows a sharp increase over the years of

school,' (5, p. 317). Teacher characteristics had a low

relatioh to achievedent at grades one and ,three, but

increasecLjn grades^siX-and'nine, and were lighest at grade

;twelve. The findings cf the present study suggest that the

pattern continues so that, in higher education, faculty

characteristics surpass student body attributes in their

relatiie importance for student achievement.

Conclusion

The aggregate.institutional measures explored in this

study suggest ,,the importance of various university

dharactertiitics for student achievement. More definitive

conclusions could be obtained from,idevelopment of an

individuallevel data set, where we would know, for

,example, the degrees obtaiDed by professors who actually

taught a particular student, rather than the average

attainient of the entire liberal arts faculty. Such a data

set would be expensive and difficult to develop, but

individhal level data can De invaluable for specifying more

precisely the relationships suggested by aggregate

measures.
N

This analysis based on 3ggre4ate measures and campus

interviews indicates that faculty characteristics are the

2
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most imgortant influence on student achievement, followed

by a second tier coiprised of student tody attributes,,

appiopriations directed toward faculty improvement, and

curiiculum design. ,Conceivably all of these factors

combine with insti}utional history and tradition to create

a general atmosphere of expeciation that is the crucial

determinant of student achievement. That atmosphere is

directly affected by the expectations of faculty, members
.aa

for their own and their studeuts, work, the ability and

willingness of the studentS to respond to those

expectations, and the support of the adTinistration and

governi1g board for academic quality. The atmosphere of

expectation then becomes an important dynamic component of

an institutiOn, affected by, as well as affecting, the

attitudes of future students and faculty members. Aased on

this analysis, creating and fostering an atmosphere of high

expectation is a crucial goal for any institution aspiring

to higher rates of student achievement.

20
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Appendix

Since this study focuses on university characteristics

that are related to the achievement of undergraduate'

Students in'teacher educatioDG the faculty indices were

based on and restricted, to libdral arts faculty meabers who

were most likely to teach these students. Faculty members,

with degrees. in' professional areas other than education,

such asengineering, journalism, lay, and mediclne, were

therefore exclUded from the analysis. For th study,

'"liberal arts" is defined to include all disciplines n the

natural and social sciences, humanities, mathemafics, and

education.

Computation 'of the index of "faculty 'educational

attainment was based on the highest degree obtained by each

liberal,arts faculty member as reported in the 1974-75

cdllege catalogue (or the nearest available year). Four ,

points were assigned to each faculty menber who had earned

a Ph.D., three points were given for an Ed.D., two pdints

were assigned for an M.A., d.S., :or other comparable

degree, 'and cne point was given for ;B.A.,,'B.S., or other

cJamparabie degree. The educational attainment index was

then obtained by computing the mean value on this. measure

for each campus.

Computation of the Mutations of departments from

whi64 facully_sembers earned theiLlearles was takei fron

the 1970 American Council on Education ranking of -graduate
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departments by Boose and Anderson (13) . That ranking,

conducted during 1969, relied on a survey of 60,028 faculty

*embers at 303 Alnited States colleges and universities.

The survey asked respondents to evaluate the quality of

graduate faculty at the various departdents in their

discipline. After weighting the results to reflect the

opinion of all American college faculty members, the

publication placed the'ranked departments into one of three

tierst This studi assigned a value of three if the

department from which a faculty meMber earned his or her

final degree was included in the top tier (3.0 to 5.0 on

the Roose and Anderson scale), a two if the department was

ranked in the second tier (2;0 to 2.9), a one if the

departdeat was in the lowest tier (1.0 to 1.9), and a zero

if the department was unranked. The faculty reputation

index was.then obtained by codputIng the mean on this

measure7 for each campus.

,Data vete listed as'"missing" if the discipline was

not included in the survey. The only exception to this

rule was the'field of education. Bather .than eliminating

entirely these faculty members who ate so important for

'students enrolled in teacher education programs, this study

used a separate ranking of education departments published

in Chalue magazine (3). Since only the top twelve-,

educatibn departments were ranked, a valueof three was

assigned fot _graduates of the top departments to be

consistent with the coding for the ACE survey, and a value

31.1
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of zero was assigned if the department was unranked. For a
,

\,
Icampus with a disproportionate number of faculty members
i

\with degrees in education, the prtitedure reduces somewhat
. , \

that campus's score on this index. -,,

\..

,

3i
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Footnotes

*This research was supported by National Institute of
"&-f$1-0060

Education grant tO 1.';44. We are indebted to Dean Carl

Dolce of North Carolina State University, ilrOfessors Oark

Tompkins and David Whiteman of the University oi Sou'th

Carolina, *. Joha Wi National Institute 'of

Educatioa who 'made helpful cbIents and suggestions. We

also owe thanks to the administrators, faculty memners, and.

. studentsat four campuses of The. University of North

Carolina who graciously consented .to be interviewed for

this project.

1The NTE, taken by many prospective teachers in the

United States, conss' of akcomm-on section taken by all

teaching candidates, and a teaching area examination in the

student's speciality. The common examination used in this

study is designed to assess college achievement in

professional education, English expression, science,

mathematics, social studies, literature, and fine arts
7

(10). Consequently knowledge necessary to perform well on r

the NTE commOn examination would presumably come 'from

courses throughout a college curriculum, rather than from

education courses alone:

2Two other studies (4,6) compare student achievement

betweem predominantly black ancil predominanlly white

Campuses, but neither attempts to identiky univeriity

characteristics that are related to student achievement

32
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